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Let yourself be heard:
Getting your signal out

The ubiquitous Pockrus J-pole has found its way to the top of many roofs
in Utah and Salt Lake Counties. Thanks to Carl Pockrus WE7OMG, and his
amazing open-stub J-pole, many new and experienced hams alike have
been able to improve their signals dramatically, and for little cost.

In this issue of the UVARC Shack
The February club meeting featured Doug WB7TUJ, then Chad
WE7CB in our March meeting. Silent Key for KE7ELH.
Brass Tacks explores how to get
started in DXing. My Shack spotlights AG7ZX. Amateurs in Action
showcases one of our own.
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dio in the bedroom. Hot Tips for
a faith-based net. DIY for an odd
antenna. The Amateur in You on
Ohm’s Law and a guide to contesting. Living in the Past talks
about a beautiful mind.
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uvarcshack@gmail.com
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Club meetings
Recap

February 2021 club meeting ‒ Utah repeaters
Doug Pelley, WB7TUJ, gave us a technical and pictorial tour of some Utah repeaters and what
makes them tick. He explained the roles of the isolators and cavities, as well as the transceivers themselves. Doug also showed us installations of surge protectors, hard-line cables, and
towers, including their antennas.
Thanks to Doug Pelley for his time and preparation on this discussion, and to Trevor AG7GX
for posting the video on our YouTube channel. See the YouTube recording of the meeting and
presentation.

March 2021 club meeting ‒ Preparing for Field Day
For our March meeting presentation, Chad Buttars, WE7CB, explained what Field Day is, its
purpose, and engaged us for what kinds of things we like or get out of attending Field Day. He
even compared some of the differences between Winter Field Day and the ARRL Field Day.
Carl Pockrus WE7OMG also
added his thoughts on
Field Day, and how we can
improve our experience
there. Thanks, Chad for a
terrific and informative
presentation! You can see
the YouTube recording of
the meeting and presentation.
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Silent Key
Memorial for a ham who has passed on

Ben Donoho, KE7ELH
On Thursday March 18, Ben Donoho, friend, father, and
ham, passed away peacefully in his Highland, Utah, home
at age 82, surrounded by family. Here’s an excerpt from
his obituary:
When asked who he first wanted to see when he got to the
other side of the veil, Ben quickly responded, "My mother,
Aunt Garnet, and Louise." Louise was his sister, and Aunt
Garnet was his primary caregiver after the death of his
mother when he was only 3.
Ben attended the University of Kansas City before joining
the Air Force in 1957, when he was trained to become a
radio technician. It was at Scott AFB in Illinois where he
first encountered a member of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints, more commonly known at that time
as Mormons. At first, Ben thought Mormons were like Mennonites, so he asked lots of questions and got lots of answers, and he soon joined the Church.
Two months later, his new military assignment was in Morocco, where he was stationed on a
mountaintop at the Sidi Slimane Air Base.
Ben graduated from Brigham Young University in 1972 with a Bachelor's Degree in Business
Management and Accounting. While attending BYU, he eventually met, then married Mary Ethel McConkie in the Salt Lake Temple on June 3, 1971. Mary’s father, Bruce R. McConkie, was
the sealer joining them together for time and eternity. Ben faithfully served in many ward and
stake assignments, and on the Young Men General Board. He also served as a Family History
Consultant in both the Fruit Heights and Highland Stakes Family History Libraries and as a
Temple Worker in the Bountiful Utah Temple.
Ben loved discovering his roots and sharing family stories with his children, taking one or
more of them back to visit the Donoho family in Kansas and Missouri, while Mary cared for the
others at home. He was invited to join with other in-law family relatives, descendants of Joseph
Smith, Sr., to learn how to do descendancy research and then find more descendants of Joseph
Smith, Jr.
Ben was born with music in his soul, and played the piano "by ear," often entertaining his
young children by playing the piano so they could dance. If he didn’t know the songs they
wanted him to play, they would sing it and then he would play it. He had an exceptionally
beautiful bass voice and was often asked to sing solos or duets in church settings.
Ben's interests were many. He never met a seed he did not want to plant, nor a gardening book
he did not want to buy. This was rivaled only by the number of file boxes filled with sheet music he collected over the years. He loved new technology especially computers and their programming. In 2005 Ben talked his daughter Mariana into getting her ham radio license with
him. The fun spread to others in the family, and he enjoyed visiting with them and others from
all over, and soon joined other local hams on weekly nets.
73 to you, Ben.
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My Shack
Highlighting the shack (ham equipment and room) of a member, to
give others an idea of the possibilities that might work for them

Kevin Smith, AG7ZX
In my high school senior year, I took electronics and became interested in amateur
radio. I studied and took the Novice test
and barely passed the Morse code test requirement. I started trying to build my own
transmitter and power supply using recycled military tubes. My dad helped me put
up an 80-foot center-fed dipole that ran
between poles we attached to the chimney
and the crown of our garage. I was never
very proficient with Morse code, so in a few
months, I upgraded to Technician and
bought a used 2-meter Heathkit transceiver. I erected a tower of sorts, bought an
antenna rotator, and built my own 5-element Yagi antenna so I could use my transceiver during the summer of 1967. Soon after, I started at the University of Arizona, so ham radio fell by
the wayside and I never renewed my license.

During the intervening years between 1967 and now, my career path was to first use my varied
background in electronics that I picked up in the Navy, later apply it as an Electronics Technician, then finally a Quality Specialist for Boeing. After I retired, we moved to our present location in April 2015.
My service in the Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW), alerted me to a Technician course being offered at the Utah National Guard Headquarters in February 2020. Since it was free, I decided to
take the course. I studied hard and memorized the HamStudy questions. The test was offered
March 3. As an incentive to do well, the instructors of the General
and Technician courses being held concurrently offered a free
base antenna for the person who performed the best on the
tests. I was able to pass all three tests that day and won the antenna, thus becoming an instant Amateur Extra.
My financial situation has not been good, so my first radio was a
Baofeng UV-5R HT. The National Guard folks loaned me a Kenwood TM-D700A dual-band mobile transceiver. I mounted a
Pockrus J-pole antenna on my RV, which has become my ham
shack.
Today, I owe my ability to get on the air to Heath Silcox and Don
Summit of the National Guard, who gave me some RG-213 to get
started. I'm interested in DIY projects, and I would like to obtain
an HF rig, which may be in my future, maybe sometime this summer. I'd like to explore digital and satellite communication as
well as DX and contesting. Although I hold an Extra license, I consider myself a newbie.
— 73, Kevin Smith AG7ZX
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Amateurs in Action
Recounts of ham radio operators who have used their time and
skills to help others in a time of need

Stuck in Thistle
On Sunday 14 March 2021, Roger Brown
AG7YV, was driving around in his Jeep near the
ghost town of Thistle, Utah.

The road got muddy, so I tried to straddle the
ruts and drive fast, but eventually I got trapped
and turned a bit sideways. Then, when I moved
again to try to get out of the ruts, I slid backwards down the hill, completely out of control,
until my vehicle came to a halt, having highcentered on the berm between the wheel ruts. I
couldn't get unstuck; I tried rolling back and
forth, stuffing debris under the tires, digging
out, letting air out of the tires, putting more air

Roger Brown, AG7YV
back in the tires, and turning all the way one
way and then the other. My AT&T phone still
had signal, so I contacted my friend Jacob
Estepp KD7VEA, on Facebook Messenger. I
dropped a pin with my location, but apparently it was completely inaccurate. Jacob tried to
drive out and find me, and then share his location, but his Verizon phone lost all signal in
Spanish Fork Canyon. I finally remembered I
had a ham radio in the truck, so I tuned to

the National Simplex Calling Frequency at
146.520 MHz, and gave my call sign. Jacob immediately answered. I was able to guide him to
my location, thanks to ham radio. And thanks
to his winch, I was able to continue rolling backward until I broke free of the ruts! Then, I returned to Spanish Fork, hiked to the Escalante
Cross, and enjoyed a pretty sunset.
Roger is a favorite friendly voice on our local
repeaters, and runs the weekly DMR net in Utah
County. Jake is just an all-around great guy and
ham radio extraordinaire.
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Jacob Estepp, KD7VEA

Events
Upcoming happenings

Winter Field Day 2021 report
As mentioned, Winter Field Day was a terrific success, in that we racked up 9549 points, a 7 %
increase over last year’s 8904 points, which put UVARC in the top spot state-wide last year.
More importantly, it was a success because you came and supported us and helped get us set
up, and ate our pizza.
Attendance and help was down a bit this year, and we certainly missed a lot of good people
who normally show up at our events, plus many new folks. Our biggest regret, however, was
that two WFD attendees contracted COVID-19, possibly due to our proximity with each other.
We’re very grateful to Chad Bowcut KD7BKO, for setting up the communication trailer and the
laptops, linking them to help us coordinate band usage and logging. Big thanks go out to Carl
Pockrus WE7OMG, Chad Buttars WE7CB, Ralph Nunn K7RLN, Kelly Hooton KR1KET, Jeremy Giovannoni K7TEH, Harry English AA1HE, and the many others who endured the long hours of the
lonely night calling CQ for us. Thanks also to Jeff McGrath N1SC for keeping watch on our
health by distributing masks and reminding us that we’re still in a Pandemic.

76ers Barbecue
Lynn Hancock K7LSH and Carl Pockrus WE7OMG have once again secured the pavilion at Highland Glen Park for our annual barbecue, this year on Saturday June 12, from 10 am to 3 pm.
If all goes as planned, we’ll have a fox hunt, an HF station set up for you to get on the air, and
a door prize drawing. If you’d like to contribute toward the food or door prizes, please alert
Carl or Jeremy Giovannoni K7TEH.
We hope by then we can remove our face coverings and shake each others’ hands, but we’ll
have to play it by ear, and update you during the nets and on Facebook, as we get closer.

The Ugly Antenna Contest
Yes, we’re still planning to hold our first-ever Ugly Antenna Contest. But we’re going to need a
place for it, so until we can secure one, the date is still up in the air. But stay tuned!

Field Day 2021
At this point, the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club is planning to populate our favorite spot at
Co-Op Creek north of Strawberry Reservoir once again. This will be noon Saturday June 26
through noon Sunday June 27. We start setting up on Friday June 25, so you’re welcome to
come join us for as much or as little as you want, especially if you can lend a hand helping us
get our antennas up.
More details as we get closer. Thanks to all the volunteers who’ve stepped up to help with various tasks so far! If you’d like to contribute your time and/or energy to the cause, please contact Wendy Shoop KW3NDY.
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Brass Tacks
An in-depth look at a radio-related topic

Getting started with DXing
While it's fun and often practical to talk with friends locally on repeaters, one of the reasons
you might have gotten into amateur radio was to communicate with somebody far away, even
across the Earth. Whether for preparedness or for the hobby, global communication not using
a commercial infrastructure is one of the hallmarks of amateur radio. We refer to the far reach
of radio signals as DX, which is short for distance, or in our context, long-distance. As a follow
-on colloquialism, we therefore refer to the activity of engaging in long-distance communication as DXing or working DX. Let's divide the discussion into two parts: equipment and operation.

Equipment for DXing
Hams across the globe have been able to work DX using QRP (5 watts) to legal limit (1500
watts) and every power level in between. They've also been able to make valid DX contacts using the poorest rain gutter downspouts to the most monstrous beam. In spite of all the possibilities, let's focus on
some points that I believe will bring you the
greatest success at chasing DX, especially if
you're relatively new to
the game.

100-watt rig
As far as your transceiver is concerned, I recommend that you start out
with a solid-state unit
that can output 100
watts. Will tube and lower-power
transceivers
work? Of course, but the object here is to make it as painless as possible for you, the beginner
DXer, to get started. Also, if your rig has a built-in tuner, a power meter, attenuator, a bandpass filter, and simple split operation-handling, those are bonuses.
Some have turned to amplifiers, to get their signal out stronger and farther, and if you can afford one, feel free to use one. But unlike a new
screwdriver, they do take a little getting used to, and
typically have a learning curve. Furthermore, many
find that the resulting change in signal reach or ability to be heard slightly better, doesn't always justify
their cost. Many will tell you to invest in a better antenna instead, because it won't do much to help you
receive better. Still, many others swear by them and
report great successes in DXing with amplifiers.
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Brass Tacks
continued

Vertical antenna with radials
If you stood on your roof, and looked out toward the horizon, it’s easy to envision signals that
you send from your antenna shooting skyward at, say, a 45-degree angle, refracting off the
ionosphere, then landing in some remote location. It becomes obvious that sending signals
from your antenna at a 40-degree angle upward from the horizon might reach a little farther
than the first signals you envisioned. In fact, you’re soon aware that you want your signal to be
aimed as close (low) to the horizon as possible, so that it refracts off the ionosphere as far
away as possible. Your antenna will radiate signals all around it, but the angle above the horizon, of the strongest signal from your antenna is called the takeoff angle of radiation, or
simply, the takeoff angle.
It would be nice to have a low-takeoff angle Yagi beam
on a tower at your disposal, and the ability to rotate it
toward the direction of the strongest signal. But, if
you're poor, like most of us, you might need to settle
for something less, yet that can still work DX from
your location. I recommend erecting a vertical antenna, to give you a low takeoff angle, but it comes at the
price of a greater noise level.

And whether you ground-mount your vertical or roofmount it, I also recommend you install radials for it,
whether or not the manufacturer states that their antenna requires them. Keep in mind that if the antenna
does not require radials, it means the designer has
calculated the element lengths or coil impedances to
provide the best match without radials, likely requiring
you to adjust element lengths accordingly, or use a
tuner, or both.
If possible, install two symmetric pairs of radials per
band, each the length of a quarter-wave for the lowest
band. For example, if I'm installing radials for a fourband vertical, the lowest band of which is 80 meters, I
would lay out two pairs per band times four bands,
equals sixteen radials of 234 ÷ 3.5 MHz = 67 feet
each. Most of us don't have the real estate to lay out
sixteen 67-foot radials, so we compromise and cut
them short or bend them at an angle where we need
to. And if you aren't able to lay out the pairs perfectly
symmetrical, just do the best you can.
Other antennas, such as magnetic loops, end-feds, and hex beams have worked well to some
degree for many DXers. The secret to many of their successes is height, such that typically, the
higher you can mount an antenna element, the lower the takeoff angle. But location can be
equally important, especially if you're transmitting from wet, marshy soil (ideal), or trying to
get your signal out of a narrow, dry canyon (not so much).
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Brass Tacks
continued

In an effort to squeeze out every ounce of power from their rigs through their antennas, many
DXers will tell you to use an extra low-loss feed line, such as ladder line. In all practicality,
however, you can still enjoy quite a lot of success using coaxial cable, provided you use lowerloss coax, such as LMR-400 or RG-213. Ladder line can be tricky, and easily couples with nearby conductive objects, altering its characteristic impedance, a problem not normally encountered with coaxial cable.
Once you've had a few years of DX success, feel free to experiment with lower power, amplifiers, other kinds of antennas, and
see what works for you. Then, tell the rest of us about your successes, so we can learn from your experience. No matter your antenna or feed line setup, however, I recommend that you always
use a tuner to protect your transceiver from an extra-heavy current draw due to low feed line impedance.

Operating for DXing
A DX location is typically one that is outside one's own country;
however, for contesting, award, and spotting purposes, the term
DX has developed a rather loose definition over the years. Today,
most locations outside the US are still considered DX to Americans, but that includes Hawaii,
and often Alaska, yet DX typically does not include Canada or Mexico. That being said, when
hams begin venturing into DXing, they tend to hope for exotic contacts in transoceanic lands.
With that goal in mind, then, DXing for us means making contacts with hams across the waters. With a Technician class license, you can enjoy DXing on a section of the 10-meter band
using SSB (single sideband) during favorable sunspot periods, or the 80-meter and 40-meter
bands using CW. But to enjoy making SSB contacts on all bands, you'll need to upgrade to a
General class license. And since our focus is on getting started, our concentration is on SSB.
Amateur radio operation for DX is
not quite the same as operating on
a local repeater. You're attempting
to communicate, possibly across
the globe, with somebody whose
native language might not be English, and whose operating customs
and habits might be quite different
from those of a friend you might
contact across town. In fact, it
takes some practice to get it all
right, but we can break down the
experience by two activities: calling for a contact, and answering
somebody who's calling out for a
contact.

9
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Brass Tacks
continued

Answering DX
When seeking a DX contact, first select a band for the time of day you're targeting, then check
propagation forecasts for that band, by using online software such as VOACAP. You can also
check online spotting software such as DXSummit, for international amateurs that are being
reported by American hams, if you're an American station. Still, you can simply go for broke,
shoot from the hip, and a few other cliches for randomly spinning the big dial and surprising
yourself by what's out there.
Listen carefully for a station calling CQ, maybe with an international accent, or a hollow or fluttery sound, possibly caused by multiple hops of the signal. If you hear a pileup, but don't hear
the calling station, try using the WebSDR to listen for the DXer, then answer the ham on your
transceiver, if it becomes apparent that he or she really is calling from a DX location.
Listen for the word split or the phrase listening up, in case the calling station is transmitting
on one frequency and listening on another. If the calling station states "listening up 5," it
means they're listening on a frequency that's 5 kHz higher than the one they transmitted on,
and so you need to transmit on that higher frequency. For example, you're tuned to 7.180
MHz, and hear the DX station say "listening up 10," it means you must transmit on 7.190 MHz
to have the DX station hear you. Most modern HF rigs have a built-in method of performing
split operation by using two VFOs, in which you set the split difference in kHz, then simply enable the function. After that, your transmissions will be on one frequency, while your reception
will be on another, just like you were communication through a repeater.
Take note of the exchange between the calling station and the respondents, and determine
whether they're casual conversations or rapid successions of signal reports. If you're American,
and you find that the calling station is also American (because of the call sign) calling CQDX,
be sure not to answer that one, because they're asking for only DX stations (outside the US) to
respond.
Also listen for restrictions, such as "Europe only," which tells all but European stations to
stand by. Sometimes they restrict the contacts
to your call sign digit, by saying, "7 only" or "4
stations." Be sensitive to those restrictions.
Then, when it's your turn, simply state your call
sign phonetically, slowly, and clearly, and nothing else.
Once you've established contact, talk with the
DX station as you would normally talk with any
other, or simply give them the exchange,
whichever you had determined by listening to
his CQ, or by how others responded. If the DX
station only expects the rapid exchange, don't
try to engage them in conversation, but make your exchange loud, clear, and concise. Finally,
log the contact in your favorite log book, but be sure to also log it in QRZ.com, so that when
people look up your call sign, they can also see the list of DX contacts you've made.
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Brass Tacks
continued

Calling for DX
When you're looking to call out for a DX contact, prepare the same way as when answering, by
making sure nobody is on the frequency you're targeting. Listen on the WebSDR for amateurs,
then ask on the air whether the frequency is in use. Select a frequency on a whole number of
kilohertz, such as 7.191 MHz or 14.228 MHz, rather than 7.1913. If possible, select a frequency that's a whole number multiple of 5 kilohertz, such as 7.190 MHz or 14.225 MHz. Request
a signal report, not so much to hear about your signal strength (S7 or S9 for example), but to
make sure you're not calling out with a garbled, raspy, or otherwise compromised signal.
Begin calling either CQ or CQDX, understanding that if you call CQ, any ham is allowed to answer you. If you're an American ham, and you find you're only getting contacts from American
stations, then use CQDX instead. Once again, log the
contact in your favorite log book, but be sure to also log
it in QRZ.com, so that when people look up your call
sign, they can view the list of DX contacts you've made.

Day and night
During daylight hours, your greatest likelihood for DX
contacts will be using the 20-meter, 17-meter, 15-meter,
12-meter, and 10-meter bands, during months of high
sunspot activity. Just before sunrise, 20-meter DX signals first appear from the east, followed by 17-meter DX
stations, and so forth. Then, just after sunset, 10-meter
DX signals start disappearing, followed by 12-meter stations, and so on. The band(s) that will actually be usable
during daylight can often be predicted by the MUF
(maximum usable frequency), the highest frequency that
the ionosphere can support for DX at your location.
At nighttime, DX communication is much more likely using the 30-meter, 40-meter, 60-meter,
80-meter, and 160-meter bands, since their signals are largely absorbed by the ionospheric Dlayer during the day. Starting late afternoon, those DX stations of the 30-meter and 40-meter
bands start making their appearance, followed by the rest right about at sunset. Then, DX signals on the 160-meter and 80-meter bands disappear rapidly right at dawn, with the rest of
the nighttime bands following soon afterwards.

Summary
Working DX can be a fun, if not thrilling, adventure, and is the reason many get involved with
amateur radio. As long as your equipment can be used on HF, you can work DX, but start out
with a 100-watt rig and a solid antenna, for a positive DXing experience. Whether you're calling for DX or listening to answer a DX station, it's an art that often takes patience and a little
experience, to get right. Then, log that contact! If you’d like more info on DXing, try using this
comprehensive guide by one of our own club members, Bryce Anderson K7UA. Now, have fun!
Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)
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Dear Annette
What’s on your mind? Serious, humorous, technical, and thoughtful answers to your deepest, (mostly) ham-related questions.

Dear Annette:
I had to get a new power supply recently,
which solved a problem I was having whenever I keyed up my mobile on full power. But
that’s weird, because my old power supply
was rated for 20 amps, yet the radio spec
says it only draws 17 amps on full power. So,
I bought one that can output 30 amps, and
everything is working fine now. So, why did
my old power supply not handle my radio at
full power?
Alex in Herriman
Dear Alex:
What you experienced is a common phenomenon that accompanies all transceivers, old
and new, and of which many hams are not
aware, called inrush current. While a radio
might require 17 steady amps during operation, it might demand a very brief, but heavy,
draw of current (to the tune of maybe 22
amps in your case), when you press your PTT
button. If your power supply can’t handle that
large inrush, its output voltage might drop
well below your radio’s voltage threshold
(typically 13.8 volts minus 15% = 11.73
volts), and shut down, due to undervoltage.

Dear Annette:
What’s with all the love for Baofeng radios?
Can’t people see that Yaesu and Kenwood
HTs are much higher quality?
Paul in Orem
Dear Paul:
A Ferrari is a much higher-quality car, but a
Corolla will get you to the store just as well.
Dear Annette:
What’s your opinion about a ham radio in the
bedroom? Seems like a good way to stay in
contact, in case of an emergency.
Hatch in Eagle Mountain
Dear Hatch:

Dear Annette:
Do you have any good tips for carrying on a
good conversation over radio? I mean, I’m
just not a very talkative person, and I easily
run out of things to say.
Roger in Spanish Fork
Dear Roger:
Unfortunately for those who have to listen to
me, I have the gift of gab. Many, however, do
not share my “talent”. There are a few
thoughts that might help normal people like
you keep the conversation from dragging.
First, I carefully and intently listen to, and
digest what my friend is saying. I envision
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going through the motions of his situation,
circumstance, or predicament in my mind.
Second, I ask questions that he hasn’t already
answered. What brought him to this point?
Did I miss any pertinent details? Asking sincere, honest questions shows interest, and if
I find the discussion dragging or the person
uninteresting, it’s often because I was concentrating more on myself than on my friend.
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Locating a ham radio in your bedroom works
fine, as long as you keep it turned off, except
when you want to use it. With your bedroom
radio left on, you might find that it can disturb your sleep, because of a repeater ID,
people communicating, or random squelch
breaks due to noise. If you’re married, and
you have a radio turned on in your bedroom,
you might just end up with a different kind of
emergency.
Got a question for Dear Annette? Email it to
uvarcshack@gmail.com and include your
town name. Sorry, no guarantees.

The Amateur in You, Part 1
What have you been pondering?

Reviewing Ohm’s Law
Ohm's Law is nothing more than a simple mathematical relationship between four electrical
quantities, voltage, current, resistance, and power. Even if circuits and electronics seem to
have little relevance to anything you do in ham radio, you as a licensed operator will likely encounter at least one of these in your amateur radio career. And if you encounter one, you'll
likely encounter another, because they're inter-related.
A power source, such as a battery, places electrical pressure on the electrons in a conductor,
such as a wire. If the wire provides a complete path back to the other end of the power source,
that electrical pressure causes electrons to flow in the path. We call the electrical pressure
voltage, the flow of electrons current, and the path a circuit. Typically, somewhere in that
path is at least one component that reduces the flow of those electrons. We call that component a resistor. The result is that, the greater the resistance value of the resistor, the lower
the electron flow (the fewer electrons passing by, per second) for a given voltage pressure.
Let's start by examining this simple circuit, which contains a battery, a resistor, and two wires
that connect the ends of the battery to the resistor:

In fact, there’s a mathematical relationship between them all. If we represent the voltage with
E (for electromotive force, or electrical pressure), and the current with I (intensity), and the resistance with R, we have

E=IxR
In other words, the voltage pressure on the electrons is equal to the current times the resistance. This is known as Ohm's Law. Another way to say it is that the electron flow can be
found by dividing the voltage pressure by the component resistance value, or

I=E÷R
and by the same way, we can say that the resistance of the component can be determined by
dividing the voltage pressure on it, by the electron current flow through it, or

R=E÷I
13
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The Amateur in You, Part 1
Continued

The voltage pressure is measured in volts, the current flow is measured in amperes (or amps,
for short), and the resistance value is measured in ohms. To make these easier to calculate, we
can use this handy circle, which contains our three quantities, arranged to provide the answer
we're looking for, if we know the other two:

So, to make use of it, simply cover the unknown quantity, to help calculate that value:

The circuit on the previous page depicts a 12-volt battery connected across a 6-ohm resistor.
The unknown quantity is the current, so cover the I in the above circle, as is shown in the middle diagram. It reveals that the current I can be calculated by E / R, which is the same as E ÷ R,
or 12 volts ÷ 6 ohms = 2 amperes (amps):

I=E÷R
I = (12 volts) ÷ (6 ohms) = 2 amps
14
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The Amateur in You, Part 1
Continued

Power Rule
What we sometimes refer to as the Power Rule is only an extension of Ohm's Law, so there is
no “Power Rule” in electronics, except as we use it for convenience in discussion. The Power
Rule is another mathematical relationship, for which the amount of heat is called power. Voltage you know, and current you know. Power is the amount of heat given off by a component
if you apply a certain amount of voltage pressure on the component. The power given off can
be determined by the current and the voltage, as in

P=IxE
Using the same letter representations for the values in Ohm's Law, we can use E to represent
voltage, I for current, and now P for power, which is measured in watts. And just like with
Ohm's Law, we can use a Power Rule circle to provide the answer we're looking for, if we know
the other two:

To make use of it, again cover the unknown quantity, to calculate that value:

Returning to our original circuit with the 12-volt battery and 6-ohm resistor, we calculated the
current as 2 amps. Now, let’s calculate the power given off by the resistor. The unknown quantity is the power. Using the Power Rule, cover the P in the above circle, as shown in the middle
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The Amateur in You, Part 1
Continued

diagram. It reveals that the power P can be calculated by E x I, or 12 volts x 2 amps = 24
watts:

P = E x I = (12 volts) x (2 amps) = 24 watts
That’s a pretty hefty amount of heat that the resistor will give off, and if it’s not rated for 24 or
more watts, then it’ll likely burn up. Here's a summary chart of our four electrical quantities:

Letter

Quantity

Unit

Symbol

E

voltage

volt

V

I

current

amp

A

R

resistance

ohm

Ω

P

power

watt

W

E=IxR

P=ExI

Examples
Instead of a 6-ohm resistor, say we have a 60-watt light bulb, and instead of a 12-volt battery,
we use voltage supplied by the house wall socket, which is 120 volts. How much current is being drawn by the light bulb?

I = P ÷ V = (60 watts) ÷ (120 volts) = 0.5 amps
So, how many 60-watt light bulbs can your 10-amp circuit breaker handle (not actually part of
Ohm’s Law)? (10 amps) ÷ (0.5 amps per bulb) = 20 light bulbs!
Going back to the 12-volt battery, let’s say now that the resistor (which we often call the load)
value is unknown, but that you discover the load is drawing 4 amps from the battery. What’s
the value of the load resistance?

R = E ÷ I = (12 volts) ÷ (4 amps) = 3 ohms
What is the voltage if you measure 2 amps of current going through a 10-ohm resistor?

V = I x R = (2 amps) x (10 ohms) = 20 volts
How much power is being used in a circuit when the applied voltage is 13.8 volts and the current is 10 amperes?

P = E x I = (13.8 volts) x (10 amps) = 138 watts
And so forth.
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The Amateur in You, Part 2
What have you been pondering?

Short guide to contesting
Contesting is the organized on-air activity of
making as many contacts as possible by ham
radio within a predetermined time period. It’s
not every ham’s cup of tea, but for those who
enjoy the thrill of the fast-paced operating, it
can be a lot of fun.
Many contests are performed using SSB
(single sideband), but many are also done
using CW, digital, or other modes. To keep
this simple, I’m going to confine my remarks
to an SSB contest, although they might easily
apply to others.

Getting started
First, pick out a contest you might like to participate in. Next, find out the time(s) it’s running, remembering that they are typically
listed in UTC time. Then, read through the
rules, and become acquainted with the exchange, which you’ll use with every contact.
Download and install a logging program you
like. I recommend N3FJP, which has a onetime cost, is feature-rich, and is very easy to
use.

Answering
Spin the dial, looking for stations who are
calling out for contesters. Stop at one whose
frequency falls within your transmit privileges. For example, if you hold a General license, do not reply to a call on 7.176 MHz or
3.802 MHz.
Then, when you hear the call CQ contest! answer with your call sign phonetically:
K-N-Ø-J-I
The calling station will acknowledge you and
give you the exchange:
K-N-Ø-J-I, please copy 5-9, Kentucky
You then respond with your side of the ex-
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change:
Please copy 5-9, Utah

Calling
Find a frequency that falls within your transmit privileges, and sounds *somewhat* quiet,
then ask whether the frequency is in use:
This is K-N-Ø-J-I. Is this frequency in use?
You might discover that every frequency is in
use, and you’ll just have to pick the quietest
one you can find. Then, with your left hand
on the mic and right hand on your keyboard,
assuming you’re right-handed, start calling:
CQ contest, CQ contest, this is K-N-Ø-J-I,
contest!

Be sure to use the word contest, to help listeners know to answer you only if they’re also
participating in the contest. Enter their call
sign as soon as you hear it, then say,
K-I-7-A-B-C, please copy 5-9, Utah
assuming KI7ABC called you, or simply
K-I-7-A-B-C, 5-9, U-T
assuming the exchange is call sign, RST, and
state. When the other station replies with
their report, enter it right away, and say,
Thanks for Kentucky (assuming their state
is KY). Good luck in the contest. Q-R-Z

Join the fun
Yes, contests can be a lot of fun, but it’s not
without a purpose. Contesting helps keep
your skills alive, compels you to keep your
equipment (especially your antenna) in working order, and promotes good amateur practice. If you’d like to see a fairly complete list
of contests and contest-like on-air activities,
visit ContestCalendar.com by Bruce WA7BNM.
Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)

Hot Tips
Good info for the new ham, and old stuff to refresh
your memory

Join a local faith-based net
Throughout the US, many counties and cities
have established emergency service nets, to
give you the opportunity to check in, get
trained, and get involved with the local emergency service. They're excellent sources of
emergency preparedness information, especially when it comes to communication. However, most of these groups do not have the
bandwidth to serve every neighborhood and
every household individually, in the event of a
disaster.
It just so happens that the predominant religious organizations of many locations in the
US have divided their geographic locations into local regions they can serve in meaningful
ways. This results in neighborhood and other
community areas whose boundaries are conveniently drawn for suitable emergency communication. As a result, many of these areas
hold weekly local nets, known as faith-based
nets. Regardless of the title, religion is rarely
discussed on their nets, because their purpose
is preparedness, not religious.

inant religious organization, or not affiliated
with any religious group at all, it's in your best
interest to join a local faith-based net that's
hosted by one of them in your area. This involvement will serve your family by giving you
a neighborhood-level emergency communica-

tion network, while allowing others in your
area to get to know you and your family and
build trust. This can be important, because
during a disaster, people tend to turn first to
those they know, for basic help and information. And if those people live in the
same neighborhood, then all the better.

In many California cities,
for example, Catholic dioceses have subdivided
If your area does not have a faith-based
their communities into
net, or other neighborhood net, you are
parishes, each of which
fully authorized to start one, even if you
might hold its own ham
aren't a member of the local predomiradio net and drill schednant faith, or do not, for some reason,
ule. In Illinois, religious
have their blessing to start one. Instead
leaders have organized
of working at odds with them, however,
ham radio nets to serve
do your best to work with them. If you
their neighborhoods by
do start an area net, and at some future
synagogues.
In
Utah,
time they would like to take it over, feel
many LDS stakes have
free to let them do so, if that's conducive
subdivided their neighto your plans. Your common goal should
borhoods into wards, and
be to train area and neighborhood citizens on
hold appropriate nets to serve their emergenhow to quickly set up an effective net, being
cy communication needs as well.
ready to communicate needs and information
Whether you're a member of the local predom- between civic leaders and each other.
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DIY
Worthwhile projects you can build on your own

DDRR antenna for 2 meters
Through the years, the military has developed a series of antennas that were both effective
and low-profile. In other words, they needed an antenna that could perform well, but didn’t
stick out from ships or aircraft, and expose themselves to damage from speed and drag. Enter
the DDRR (directional discontinuity ring radiator, or sometimes, direct-drive ring radiator) antenna. It’s also been called a halo antenna and hula-hoop antenna.
The DDRR antenna was featured one time in an issue of QST (Dec 1971, p. 28‒32), and even
in the ARRL Antenna Book (21st Edition, p. 21-4B), but has, for some mysterious reason, been
removed from the latter. This antenna was brought to my attention by Gavin Grow K9GKG,
and it’s been a curiosity ever since. Because there’s not a lot of literature confirming how well
the antenna actually works on 2 meters, I had to try it for myself. So, this DIY is more of my
own experimentation than an actual “let-me-show-you-how-to-make-one” article.
The effectiveness of the DDRR antenna derives from its ground plane, which can be either a
parallel copper tube or a flat metal surface, like that on a vehicle, steel ship hull, or aircraft
fuselage. While the antenna ground plane can be made using even chicken wire, I chose the
sheet metal (pizza pie tin) method for simplicity. If you think about it, the DDRR antenna looks
like a copper J-pole that’s bent into a circle. As a result, the DDRR antenna allegedly ends up
with a unheard-of bandwidth of 12 MHz, owing to the large diameter of the copper tubing.
Let’s find out whether that holds true in our case.

Parts list
One 10-foot ½˝ copper tubing, pre-coiled

One 50 pF 1000 V capacitor

Two ½˝ copper caps

One ½˝ to ½˝ copper elbow

One 2-foot long ¾˝ PVC Schedule 40 pipe

One 1˝ length of ½˝ copper tubing

One SO-239 bulkhead connector

One 4˝ 12 AWG solid copper wire

One 12˝ pizza pie tin

Small 1-¼˝L-bracket, screws, nuts

Construction
Before getting started, understand that this project requires the
soldering of copper pipe. If you’ve never soldered copper piping,
either find somebody with some experience, who can help you, or
make this your opportunity to learn a new skill. Since that requires
working with an open-flame torch, soldering copper pipe can get
dangerous, if you’re not used to it. Also, I recommend cutting the
copper pipe with a hand pipe cutter rather than a hacksaw.
Begin by cutting a 33-inch length of the coiled copper tubing. Due
to the circular shape of the tubing, it might be easier to measure
the length with a measuring tape, than a tape measure. Cut 1-¼˝
off the straight copper tubing. Place a cap over one end of the 33-inch coiled tubing, and the
elbow over the other. Insert the 1-¼˝ straight tube into the elbow. Place the second cap over
the 1-¼˝ straight tube. You might not be able to see much of the 1-¼˝ tube afterwards.
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DIY, continued
DDRR antenna for 2 meters

Freshly cut 33-inch ring

Fully assembled ring, with the vertical section,
elbow, and caps

Fashion a metal L-bracket from a piece of 1-¼˝ wide sheet metal. That width allows the bracket to hold the SO-239 bulkhead bolted to it, without interfering with the antenna itself. Drill a
7/16˝ hole in the bracket to hold the bulkhead, allowing room for the four support screws.
Insert the bulkhead into the 7/16˝ hole to measure the screw hole placements, drill out the
four holes (5/32˝ bit), and apply the screws and hardware (I used a M3-0.5x8 mm flat head
screw, with an accompanying M3 split washer and a M3-0.5 nut for each of the four holes.)

This antenna needs a 50 pF capacitor to terminate the end of the ring opposite the feed point
end, to match its inductance. But, I only had some 220 pF high-voltage capacitors around from
a previous project, so I soldered four of them in series (220 pF ÷ 4 = 55 pF), and that should
be close enough. Cover the package with heat shrink tubing for looks and protection.
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DIY, continued
DDRR antenna for 2 meters

Strip the 12 AWG solid wire bare, then solder one end to
the rear barrel of the SO-239 bulkhead center pin. Drill
two #8 holes in both the bracket and the pizza tin at one
edge, and install the bracket onto the bottom side of the
pizza tin using #8 screws, split washers, and nuts.
Fashion four PVC standoffs by cutting two 3˝ sections of
the ¾˝ PVC. In the side wall of each 3˝ piece, drill a ½˝
hole in the very center, then cut each 3˝ tube in half,
right through the hole. These will be used to hold the
copper pipe ring to the pizza tin.

Drill a 5/32˝ hole in the copper cap at the end of the 1-¼˝ straight copper pipe, and another
through the pizza tin, where the cap will sit, about 1-¼˝ from the center pin of the SO-239
bulkhead. Attach a #8 x 3/8˝ screw through the copper cap and pizza tin, then tighten a split
washer and nut to the inside of the pizza tin.
Insert the copper ring assembly back into the copper cap that you bolted to the pizza tin, and
copper-solder all the joints in place and allow the assembly to cool. Drill another 5/32˝ hole in
the pizza tin just below the other end of the copper ring, and install another #8 screw, split
washer, and nut there, for the capacitor. Attach one end of the capacitor to the pizza tin, and
solder the other end to the copper cap on the end of the copper ring.
Bend the 12 AWG bare wire of the SO-239 bulkhead upward, then solder it to the nearest point
of the copper ring assembly. Hot-glue (or similar) the PVC standoffs to both the pizza tin and
the copper ring assembly.
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DIY, continued
DDRR antenna for 2 meters

The completed antenna, side view
Top view →
The initial testing was a bit frustrating, since it appeared that the SWR was completely off the chart for
the 2-meter band. But getting it off the floor and onto a
wooden chair, plus another adjustment, barely brought
the antenna back into working territory, telling me that
the antenna is quite sensitive to change in height and
proximity to nearby conductors, including my hands.
Because of this, it’s my opinion that attempting to build
the DDRR antenna for 2 meters is not for the novice.

Semi-technical analysis
It turns out that the DDRR antenna is a glorified rubber duck, or in this case, copper duck, but
resembles a “magnetic loop” antenna, especially with a theoretical gain of around 1.5 dBd. The
actual radiating element is the short 1-¼˝ vertical pipe that connects the top tube to the
ground plane. The top tube serves as the loading inductance, making the antenna a vertical
radiator, producing a vertically polarized signal on 2 meters, with the magnetic fields of the
copper tube and the ground plane largely canceling each other. So, technically, the DDRR antenna seems to more of a “leaky slot” antenna, rather than a “lazy J-pole” antenna. In the end,
this makes for a very inefficient antenna.
The DDRR antenna was originally designed for use on 20 meters, 40 meters, and 80 meters by
Dr. Joseph M. Boyer, and was first de-classified and published in Popular Electronics (07-1963,
p. 25‒30), and later in 73 Magazine (Issue 117, 06-1970, p. 20, labeled “Expensive, difficult-to
-build, mediocre antenna”). While it’s possible to build a DDRR antenna for HF, it’s rather large
and unwieldy, becomes quite expensive ($2000 to $3000), and has been shown to produce
broadband TVI locally when mounted for horizontal polarization. Also, the heavy currents
through the tubing can result in over 50 kV between them near resonant frequencies.
Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)
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Living in the Past
Historical perspective

A beautiful mind
Once named the most beautiful woman in the
world, Hedy Lamarr was more than just a pretty
face. Born Hedwig Kiesler in 1914 Vienna, Hedy
won a beauty contest at age 12, then began her
career as an actress at age 16. Her father, however,
had recognized Hedy’s quick intellect early on, and
freely shared mechanical details of things “from
printing presses to street cars,” which she later
confessed that other girls never had the luxury of
hearing about (not that they wanted to.)
At 19, Hedy married Fritz Mandl, an arms dealer
whom she later discovered had ties to Nazi leaders.
Mandl loved to show off his trophy wife to business associates, while discussing wired remotecontrolled torpedoes, submarine innovations, and other weaponry, not knowing all the while
that Hedy was not only paying attention to the details, but understanding it all too.
Eventually, Hedy escaped her marriage and left for London, where Louis B. Mayer of MGM offered the young beauty a contract for $125 a week. She turned down the contract, and booked
a fare on the same ocean liner that Mayer took for New York City, on which she accepted his
new offer for $500 a week. On the advice of Mayer’s wife, Hedy changed her last name in honor of silent film star Barbara La Marr. She went on to appear in 30 films in her 28-year career.
In between films, Hedy attempted to improve the world around her by inventing things, inspired by her technology-minded father. Soon, World War II took center stage, and Hedy decided to apply her inventive mind to the war effort. Remembering the discussions on remotecontrolled torpedoes, she thought of taking the project a step farther, and invested some time
into radio-controlled torpedoes. But she also realized that radio signals could be jammed, so
Hedy put some thought into a way of producing a radio signal that was resistant to not only
jamming, but interference, something that also plagued radio signals of the day.
At that time, the best way to avoid a jamming signal was to change frequency, hoping that the
enemy could not figure out the new frequency in time to do much damage. So, the thought
occurred to Hedy, to have both the transmitter and receiver change frequencies periodically, in
a pattern known only to the radios.
This way, if the signal was spread
over several frequencies, chances
are, the jamming would only interfere with one of them, leaving the
others intact. She called the scheme
frequency hopping. Figure 7 to the
left is a drawing from the patent on
frequency hopping, that Hedy
shared with George Antheil, her
composer friend.
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Living in the Past
continued

Hedy and George filed the patent under the name of Secret Communication System in June
1941, which they presented to the US Navy. The patent was approved, but six months later
came the attack on Pearl Harbor, and the Navy made good use of Hedy’s frequency hopping,
which found its way into numerous military radio designs. While many thought the scheme was
attributable to some genius engineer, little did they know it was the brainchild of the most
beautiful woman in the world!
(Unrelated, Lamarr helped
make improvements to
aircraft aerodynamics for
Howard Hughes, while
they dated during the War.
In 1960, she was also
awarded with a star on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame.) Player piano strip, on which Hedy and George tested their idea
in a kind of proof-of-concept
Hedy’s design was later enhanced and renamed to frequency-hopping spread spectrum, which
has proven very useful against many kinds of radio interference and fading. Turns out that
FHSS is capable of preserving communication where low-power or high-noise is key, and so
became incorporated into many radio technologies. Hedy’s very application of FHSS has found
its way into today’s WiFi, GPS, cellular phone, Bluetooth, and military radio. Even amateur radio
uses a version of FHSS in its spread-spectrum modes, such as mesh networks.
In 2000, Hedy Lamarr passed away, and in 2014 along with George Antheil was posthumously
inducted into the National Inventors Hall of Fame.
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Side of Bacon
A little ham humor
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For Your Insight
Information you could use

Club meeting format

Monthly meeting help

Here’s the usual (non-pandemic) agenda for
club meetings, at the Orem City Council
Chamber Room, 56 N State St:

We’re grateful for the volunteers who help
with various tasks that make our club night
just that much more friendly and useful to
everybody. Monthly, we need help with

Talk-in frequency on the club repeaters
6:30 pm : Eyeball QSO
socialize / put faces with call signs
radio programmers available to help you
6:45 pm : Call the meeting to order
meeting lineup (agenda)
announcements / nets / awards / calendar
7:00 pm : Discussion / breakout session
discussions typically involve everybody
breakouts split into separate groups
7:45 pm : Door prizes

7:55 pm : Dismiss and disassemble
8:00 pm : Club QSY to a local eatery
Something you’d like to see at the meetings?

Questions of the Month

programming radios (thanks, Loren / Ralph /
Mickey!)
taking photos or videos during the meeting
operating the talk-in radio
setting up tables and chairs (thanks, Heath!)

Lynx
Websites for your education and leisure
Training items and topics for nets
Ham Radio Nets
Radio programming

76ers Group and UVARC Group pages
Utah Ham Radio Exam Schedule
Send your input to uvarcshack@gmail.com
Test your knowledge (answers next page)

G3BØ9 : What is the approximate maximum distance along the Earth’s surface that is normally
covered in one hop using the F2 region?
A.
B.
C.
D.

180 miles
1,200 miles
2,500 miles
12,000 miles

E1DØ6 : What is the maximum permitted transmitter output power when operating a model
craft by telecommand?
A.
B.
C.
D.
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Calendar
What’s happening
(times are Mountain Time)

Utah County Ham Exam Sessions
GradeCam parking lot, 495 E 1000 S, PG

Club Meeting Calendar (6:30 pm)
On Zoom, YouTube Live, and Facebook Live

Email Steve Whitehead, nv7v@nv7v.org

April 1

May 6

Sat Apr 17, 1:00 pm or 2:00 pm

June 3

July 1*

Sat May 15, 1:00 pm or 2:00 pm

August 5

September 2

Sat Jun 19, 1:00 pm or 2:00 pm

October 3

November 7

Sat Jul 17, 1:00 pm or 2:00 pm
Sat Aug 21, 1:00 pm or 2:00 pm
Sat Sep 18, 1:00 pm or 2:00 pm

* Potluck at the Lindon Community Center

Regular Nets
Jackson Hole Net, Mon 8:00 pm, 146.76

Provo One-day Technician Courses*
Third Saturday Monthly at 8:00 am
BYU Law School Bldg, First Floor
* September through April

2021 Orem Ham Radio Courses
Email Noji Ratzlaff, nojiratz@hotmail.com

UVARC Ladies’ Net, Tue 7:00 pm, 146.78
DMR Utah Net, Wed 6:00 pm, TG 3149, CC 1
Utah 76’ers, Wed 7:00 pm, 146.76
Sultans of Simplex, Wed 8:00 pm, 447.825

UVARC HF Net, Wed 9:00 pm, 7.193 LSB
UVARC New Ham Net, Thu 7:00 pm, 146.78

Technician : Tue May 18, 25, Jun 1, 8

CERT Net, 2nd & 4th Thu 8:00 pm, 146.78

Extra : Tue Jul 13, 20, 27, Aug 3, 10

Utah County 6 meters, Fri 8:00 pm, 50.14

Technician : Tue Sep 21, 28, Oct 5, 12

Family History Net, Sat 8:00 pm, 146.78
UVARC Family Net, Sun 3:30 pm, 146.78
See a larger list of nets at noji.com/nets

Upcoming Contests

State QSO Parties

CQ WorldWide WPX Contest

Apr 10 (NE, NM, GA, ND)

6 pm Fri Mar 26 to 6 pm Sun Mar 28

7QP (7th Calling Area QSO Party)

State QSO Parties

7 am Sat May 1 to 1 am Sun May 2

Apr 03 (FL, MS, LA)

See a larger list at contestcalendar.com

Answers to the Questions of the Month
G3BØ9 : C ( 2,500 miles )
E1DØ6 : A ( 1 watt )
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Vendors
For your convenience

Pockrus Joystick J-pole
$25, open-stub aluminum half-wave, dual-band J-pole antenna
$35, 6-meter dipole, $20 for the 220 MHz (1.25 m) antenna
by Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG (email myjpoles@gmail.com to purchase)
Half-wave performance, solid construction, weather-proof, low wind-load
Probably the best-performing outdoor antenna you can get for the price
Super-Elastic Signal Stick
$20, vertical quarter-wave flexible antenna
by Richard Bateman, KD7BBC, of SignalStuff (and maker of HamStudy)
Super-performing antenna for your HT (handheld transceiver)
Visit SignalStuff and select SMA-Male, SMA-Female, or BNC
Ham Radio Podcasts v1.50
by Trevor Holyoak, AG7GX (email android@holyoak.com)

Stream podcasts (such as 100 Watts and a Wire, Amateur Radio Newsline, ARRL Audio News, etc.) or download for later listening
For Android 4.1 and up (ad-free available for purchase)
Club Logo and Call Sign Embroidering
Want your call sign or name (or both!) embroidered on your shirt, your hoodie,
your duffle? Or how about a club patch with your call sign?
by Glenna Gardner, WE7SEW (glenna0354@gmail.com or text 801-592-2503)
Call sign or name = $5, Both = $8, UVARC patch = $5, Patch with call = $9
Portable Aluminum J-pole
$49, sectioned, open-stub aluminum half-wave, dual-band J-pole antenna
by Stan, KJ7BDV and Kent, N7EKF (email skantenna@yahoo.com for info or call 801-372-7260)
Complete antenna breaks down into a compact 2˝ x 6˝ x 12˝ package weighing only 3 lbs,
perfect for backpacking and portable work where you really need a good 2-meter antenna
HamBadgers
Amateur radio name badges and other products
$10, official UVARC ham radio name badge with the club logo
Visit Ham Badgers and select Ham Radio Clubs > Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club
Email Eric Palmatier at hambadgers@gmail.com or call 919-249-8704
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Where everybody knows your call sign
Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club
PO Box 1288
K7UVA
Phone/Text: 801-38-1865
Email: k7uva@arrl.net
Repeaters: 146.780–, 100.0
448.200–, 100.0 224.560–, 100.0
145.250-, 100.0 448.225-, 100.0
Newsletter input?
Email uvarcshack@gmail.com
Need help?
Email uvarcelmer@gmail.com

See all our newsletters on
uvarc.club

Our fearless leadership
Presidency
President........................... Noji Ratzlaff
Vice President ............... Chad Buttars
Secretary ........................ Caryn Alarcon
Activities ......................... Wendy Shoop
Technology................ Trevor Holyoak

Board of Directors
Richard Bateman, KD7BBC
Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG
Aubrey Mikkelsen, K7GUM

Jeff McGrath, N1SC
Jody Dollar, K7BUX
Jeremy Giovannoni, K7TEH
Brad Kirk, AF7FP
Alma Perry, W1ZGY
Loren Chandler, WB1KE
James Brown, W7JHB
Harry English, AA1HE

Club Sponsor
Heath Stevenson
Orem City Emergency Manager

From all of us to you, 73

We are the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit (EIN 81-360-6416) Utah corporation that was organized in
an obscure Orem fire station on 02-05-2016 to provide amateur
radio enthusiasts in Utah County and surrounding areas a way
to gather and discuss all things ham. Our primary purposes are
to provide a local amateur radio resource, help new hams in
their new-found adventures, and to give more experienced
hams a reason to share their wealth of knowledge and wisdom
in a friendly atmosphere of fellowship. We’re an ARRL Affiliate
and work in cooperation with the Utah VHF Society, but are not
subsidiary to them, to ARRL, ARES, or any other organization,
although many of our members and leaders might also belong
to the same.
This newsletter is copyrighted and published by the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, and its purpose is to convey the tone
and temperament of the club, to inform and entertain its members, and to entice the rest. To join, go to uvarc.club/join, then
sign up at www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/ to stay informed.
For more information about our club or about amateur (ham)
radio in general, please email or text or call us.
More than just a club, we invite you to become part of a great
ham radio movement in Utah Valley

